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Introduction
We are looking at the book of James 

this quarter after first studying the 
Advent Scriptures from the Common 
Lectionary.

The book of James focuses on 
practical aspects of faith and so there 
could be some good practical 
applications to these lessons. 

I’ve put specific notes at the end of 
some individual lesson guides regarding 
preparation for the next week’s lesson 
but it’s always helpful for the teacher to 
be looking ahead. A little work ahead of 
time will always pay big dividends when 
it comes to lesson discussion and 
application. 

Lesson 1 December 1, 2013
“Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem”

Lesson Text: Psalm 122 (NASB)

Lesson Aim
To Know: That now is the time for all of us who 
look for the coming Kingdom to study and prepare.
To Respond: By being prepared for the second 
coming of Christ and able to stand against evil.

Life Need
Discuss the following scriptures with your class:
1. Matthew 24:4b-6a “Take care that no one 

misleads you. For many will come claiming my 
name and saying ‘I am the Messiah’.”
 2. 2 Timothy 2:15 “Be diligent to present 
yourself approved to God as a workman who does 
not need to be ashamed, accurately handling the 
word of truth.”
 3. 2 Thessalonians 2:3-12, What is God doing in 
this text? What is its meaning? What is it saying 
about preparation?
 It might be helpful to use a whiteboard to take 
notes during the class discussion. You could divide 
it in half and on it write notes from the discussion. 
You can use notes from here to decide how you can 
be sure you and your class members stay focused 
on the second coming promised in Acts 1:11 and 
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other texts. See below for a way to use these 
responses.

Bible Learning / Bible Application
 There are a number of ways to deal with the 
material in this lesson. To begin, there is plentiful 
resource material available about the celebration of 
Advent, if you are not familiar with it. You may 
want to collect information from the internet, a 
library, pastors, and naturally the scriptures (to 
name a few sources). This material will help in 
preparing a short discussion on this subject. A few 
suggestions for things to consider: Why did the 
early church look for the soon return of the Savior? 
What could your church do to help the 
congregation get excited about the second coming? 
If you took notes as mentioned in the Life Need 

section above you can use them for suggestions to 
work with. As an alternative, you can use the 
Questions for Discussion portion of the lesson to 
spark conversation.

Life Response
 One way we can develop our personal 
knowledge of the coming Jesus is to study the 
Bible. The liturgical readings set for this season 
could be used for a great Bible study on the second 
coming, as you note where that subject appears. 
Group study of these scriptures will be very 
beneficial. The liturgical readings come in four 
categories: 1) Old Testament lesson, 2) lesson from 
the epistles, 3) lesson from the Gospels, 4) the 
psalm of the day.
 

This year’s liturgical readings for Advent are:
 1st Sunday   2nd Sunday   3rd Sunday  4th Sunday
 Isa. 2:1-5   Isa. 11:1-10   Isa. 35:1-10  Isa. 7:10-16
 Romans 13:11-14  Romans 15:4-13  James 5:7-10  Romans 1:1-7
 Matt. 24:36-44  Matt. 3:1-12   Matt. 11:2-11  Matt. 1:18-25
 Psalm 122   Psalm 72:1-7, 18-19  Psalm 146  Psalm 80:1-7, 16-18

Truths to Emphasize
1. Messiah will return (Acts 1:11)
2. Our study of the Bible and particularly the texts 

referring to his return are important.
3. Old Testament readings, especially the prophetic 

passages and the psalms, are helpful in 
preparing us for kingdom living.

Questions for Discussion (with suggestions for which part 
of the lesson to use them with)
1. How can we get past our fear of talking to people about 

the coming kingdom? (Life Response)
2. What impact would we see if we all made a concerted 

effort to tell everyone we meet about the second coming 
of Jesus? (Introduction)

3. How can we increase our prayer life? (Life Response)
    Why is “Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem” important? 

(Bible Learning)
5.  How important is prayer in your life? (Bible      

 Application)
6. How are you preparing for Jesus’ return? (Bible 

 Application)



Lesson 2 December 8, 2013
The Righteous and Just King of Peace

Lesson Text: Psalm 72:1-7, 18-19 (NASB)

Lesson Aim: Know that Jesus is the ultimate fulfillment of 
David’s hope for a just and righteous king to judge and 
bring peace and prosperity to the kingdom of Israel.
To Know: that through his death on the cross Jesus made 
peace with God possible for every person.
To Respond: by learning how to be a peacemaker.

Introduction
 Ask the class the question in one of the two following 
options:
 Option 1: Why will we only very rarely see complete 
peace in the lives of people, families, and nations?
 Option 2: What have you witnessed as the best ways to 
bring peace among people who strive with one another?
 Tell the class that King David fought valiantly to achieve 
peace and order in Israel’s kingdom. He desired for the 
kings who took the throne after him to maintain a peaceful 
and just domain. He wished for that because he knew this 
would let the people grow strong and prosper. He wrote 
Psalm 72 as a prayer to God to guide future kings to fulfill 
his dream.

Bible Learning
 Verses 1-2: Why are righteousness and justice such 
important attributes for a king? What relationship do they 
have to a king’s judgments? What happens to a nation 
whose people cannot get just and right treatment under the 
law? What would you do if you lived in such a situation?
 Verses 3-4: Why is just and righteous judgment from a 
king only the beginning for establishing peace in a nation? 
What else is needed to assure that true, nationwide, peace 
can be secured? Will any nation ever have true peace 
throughout its land?
 Verses 5-7: Why is it that a nation at peace will prosper? 
When a nation goes to war who prospers most? What things 
contribute to undercut any peace existing in a nation? What 
is the solution for restoring lost peace?

 Verses 18-19: From what source comes true peace? 
What happens to a nation that no longer worships the God 
of peace?

Bible Application
 What stand will you take in order to resolve disputes? 
Most people do not want to get involved because they do 
not know how to be involved successfully, but Paul 
challenged the Corinthians to learn to judge matters 
between church members. He wrote that, once we are 
glorified, the saints will judge the world and angels. Have 
the class read that text, 1 Corinthians 6:1-6. Ask: “What is 
our responsibility as church members to help resolve family 
issues? What is the responsibility of the church to learn how 
to judge rightly? What would you be willing to do to help 
resolve an issue in your church?”

Life Response
 Ask you class to consider these questions:
 Where does peace begin?
 What does it take to be a peacemaker?
 Why would you refuse, or accept, the training to learn to 
become a peacemaker?
 Paul wrote of Jesus in Ephesians 2:14: “He Himself is 
our peace, who made both groups into one and broke down 
the barrier of the dividing wall”. If we are to follow in the 
footsteps of Jesus, how would we follow what Paul said 
about him in that verse? (Read the verse aloud again.) Jesus 
got involved to help solve a dispute. What are we willing to 
do to follow in his footsteps?

Truths to Emphasize
1. Jesus is the prince of peace. He will reign in peace.
2. Yahweh is the God of peace who gives us the “peace of 

God”.
3. “Let there be peace on earth and let it begin with me.”



Lesson 3  December 15, 2013
“Look at Who God Looks Out For”

Lesson Text: Psalm 146 (NASB)

Lesson Aim
To know: that the LORD God desires and listens for our 
worship of Him
To Respond: by worshipping God and loving Him and 
loving our neighbors as ourselves.

Life Need 
 This lesson calls us to realize that 1) we need to give 
praise to God and recognize that He is our help, and 2) we 
receive strength and hope knowing He always keeps His 
word. In short, our blessings come from praising, trusting 
and depending on God for guidance.
 Ask your students: “Do you think praising God in every 
situation, knowing He is always with us no matter what 
comes, could make a difference in your life and the life of 
the church?”
 After some discussion on that point, ask: “Why were 
psalms 146-150 written?” During that discussion follow up 
by asking: “Was that section of the book of Psalms intended 
just for the Israelites?”

Bible Learning
Consider the following questions with your class:
 Why does God allow us to make wrong choices?
 What do you think when someone uses the phrase 
“Hallelujah”?
 Would using the phrase “Praise the LORD” disturb you?
 How does God feel about our worship of Him?

Bible Application
 Why did the church set aside a time prior to Christmas to 
remember and prepare for Jesus’ second coming?

 How do you think God feels when we make the wrong 
choices and sin?
 How can we learn to spot when we are either making a 
wrong choice or are about to do so?

Life Response
 How can we help our brothers and sisters in Christ as 
they, also, struggle with making good choices?
 Examine 1 John 4:20 and discuss it in class.
 
Truths to Emphasize:
1. Jesus will return and we need to be ready (see Acts 

1:11).
2. God continues to warn His people and convince them to 

change their ways because He doesn’t want any to die 
eternally.

3. God will ultimately rule forever!

Questions for Discussion (with suggestions on when to 
use questions)
1. How do we worship God in a manner that is pleasing to 

Him and His Son? (Introduction)
2. Why do we worship God?
3. Why were the Psalms written? (Bible Learning)
4. How were the Psalms used by the Israelites? (Bible 

Application)
5. When Jesus used the Old Testament texts regarding love 

of God and love of your neighbor, what response did the 
lawyer have and how did the Apostles respond? (Life 
Response)

Note for next week, lesson four:
Please ask that this coming week your class members look 
up the meaning of their names (first name, middle name, 
family name, and even nickname). It will be useful with the 
Life Response of lesson 4.



Lesson 4 December 22, 2013
Jesus Born as Immanuel

Lesson Text: Matthew 1:18-25; 2:1-12 (NASB)

Lesson Aim
To Know: God has a purpose for each person’s life and 
sometimes the meaning of a name can help be a light of 
insight guiding to that purpose, as the names “Jesus” and 
“Immanuel” had special meanings.
To Respond: by giving attention to what the meaning of our 
names can help reveal about the purpose of our lives.

Introduction
 First Option: Ask the class why they believe God chose 
not to speak to His people Israel for 400 years.
 Second Option: Ask “Why did God choose to bring a 
unique child into the world to fulfill His prophecies? How 
was the birth of Jesus to represent the birth of a new day 
dawning for Israel and all mankind?”

Bible Learning
 Verses 18-19: If you had been Joseph, how would you 
have reacted to learning that your betrothed was pregnant? 
What is significant about how Joseph proposed to treat 
Mary?
 Verses 20-21: What do you suppose were Joseph’s first 
thoughts upon hearing from the angel that Mary’s 
pregnancy was caused by the power of God? If you were 
Joseph what would be your first thoughts concerning the 
angel’s message that this child would save his people from 
their sins?
 Verses 22-23: Why does Matthew insert Isaiah’s 
prophecy (7:14) here in the text? This is the only place that 
God reveals that the special child to be born to Mary will be 
called Immanuel. What is the significance of this name 
being interpreted as “God with us”?
 Verses 24-25: Matthew is rather nonchalant about Joseph 
accepting the words of the angel concerning how Mary 
became pregnant. What would be going on in your mind 
right after having such an encounter with God’s angel?
 Chapter 2, verses 1-2: Why would Matthew choose to 
insert the story of the magi which other gospel writers did 
not? What do you think the magi represent in the context of 
the story?

 Verses 3-6: What kind of king is Herod (“the Great”) as 
evidenced in this text (paired with verses 7-8)? What do 
you suppose the chief priests and the scribes thought of the 
prophecy they quoted to Herod?
 Verses 7-8: Why did Herod want to know the exact time 
the magi first saw the star appear? What significance do 
you see in it being a star which the magi followed?
 Verses 9-11: Does the text read as if the star the magi 
followed suddenly disappeared while they were in 
Jerusalem? Why might that have happened? What is 
significant about the star going before the magi? How do 
you perceive the star showing where the child was by 
standing over that place? What is the overall significance of 
the precious gifts the magi brought to this announced child?
 Verse 12: Why did God warn the magi not to return to 
Herod to tell him they had found the child?

Bible Application
 How do the names Jesus and Immanuel fit into the 
Christmas story? How do they fit into the redemption of 
mankind?
 Why should the meanings of Jesus and Immanuel have 
special significance to everyone who believes in Jesus as 
savior?

Life Response
 Ask class members of the class to reveal the meanings of 
their names.
 Ask class members how they see qualities in or about 
their lives that are revealed or suggested by the meaning of 
their names.
 Ask the class to focus on their names’ meanings and for 
each to talk about one aspect that appeals. How do they see 
the meanings of their names affecting their ministry in the 
church?
 What do members of the class see in others’ life 
characteristics that are revealed in the meaning of their 
names?

Truths to Emphasize
1. “Jesus” means “Yahweh saves”. He paid the price of sin 

by his death.
2. Immanuel means “God with us”. Jesus was the visible 

evidence that God was still with His people to work out 
their redemption.

3. God is always at work to redeem people from their sins.



Lesson 5 December 29, 2013

Enduring Trials and Temptation

Lesson Text: James 1:1-14

Lesson Aim
To Know: God has a purpose for evil and suffering in the 
world, but we won’t necessarily understand that purpose in 
full until the Kingdom of God is realized.
To Respond: use personal suffering as a catalyst for 
continuing growth in spiritual maturity; help shape our 
churches into communities that help absorb the suffering 
caused by evil in the world.

Life Need
 Consider with the class the following argument against 
the existence of God on the basis of evil presented by David 
Hume, and the two questions which follow it:

- A benevolent deity will prevent [all] evil from 
occurring. 
- An omniscient, omnipotent deity is able to prevent [all] 
evil. 
- Evil exists in the world. 
- Therefore, either God is not benevolent, or He is not 

omniscient or [not] omnipotent.

1. If you could satisfactorily debate this argument and 
refute it logically, would that help the father deal with the 
illness of his three-year-old son?
2. What do you think the father needs the most at this time 
of suffering?

Bible Learning
Consider the following questions with your class:

1. How does James’ understanding of joy differ from our 
current cultural expectations?

2. What role does suffering play in helping one to come to 
full maturity as a disciple of Jesus?

Bible Application
Consider the following questions with your class: 

1. What are your responses to this quote: “In Christ, the 
evil and suffering of the world are absorbed and 
transformed”?

2. What are your responses to this quote: “The community 
that seeks to image God and wait faithfully for the return 

of God’s Messiah is called to develop modes of being 
and forms of action that will similarly absorb suffering 
and resist evil”?

Life Response
1. Brainstorm as a group: What can you as an individual 

believer and as a part of a community of believers do to 
absorb the suffering that’s a result of evil in this world? 

2. What will you do?  Choose one thing from the list above 
and create an action plan to meet that goal.

Truths to Emphasize
1. Our goal is to achieve spiritual maturity as disciples of 

Jesus.
2. Suffering is a means to helping us achieve our goal of 

spiritual maturity.
3. Christians are not called to defend God over the 

existence of evil and suffering, but to find ways as a 
group to help absorb and transform suffering in the 
world.

Questions for Discussion
1. What explanation would you give for the existence of 

evil in the world, in light of a loving God?
2. Atheistic philosopher David Hume offers the following 

proof against the existence of a loving, all powerful all 
knowing God:
- A benevolent deity will prevent [all] evil from 
occurring. 
- An omniscient, omnipotent deity is able to prevent [all] 
evil. 
- Evil exists in the world. 
- Therefore, either God is not benevolent, or He is not 

omniscient or [not] omnipotent.
 Why does Hume’s proof address the wrong question?
3. The challenge for us is how to live faithfully in a world 

where evil and suffering exist. Why is this important?
4. What are some ways that we can sustain faith in the 

midst of evil and suffering?
5. How would you describe the role of learning to 

persevere in the midst of suffering and evil in the 
process of achieving Christian maturity?

6. Brainstorm ways that your church can grow in becoming 
a community that absorbs the effects of evil and 
suffering and helps sustain faith in God in the midst of 
their pain.



Lesson 6 January 5, 2014
Be Doers of the Word

Lesson Text: James 1:19-27 (NASB)

Lesson Aim
To Know: true Christians must not only have eyes to see 
others’ needs, but hands to help meet those needs.
To Respond: make one’s Christian life practical by learning 
to practice what Jesus and his apostles preached; develop a 
formal method that accounts for putting into practice those 
things that make Christianity a viable religion in our lives.
Introduction
 Simple Option: Ask the class: “why does James choose 
to write an entire letter devoted to encouraging his readers 
to take heed to exercise the practical side of Christianity?”

 Harder Option: Begin by revealing to the class that three 
inseparable slogans summarized the Protestant 
Reformation: “By grace alone, by faith alone, to the glory 
of God alone.” This was a rallying cry to affirm that man 
can do nothing in response to the salvation God offers him. 
What do you see would be the Reformers’ objection to what 
James wrote warning to “be doers of the word and not 
hearers only”?
 What conflict exists between “salvation by grace, 
through faith, accomplished solely by God” and the idea of 
living out a practical Christianity?

 With either of the above two options ask the class to 
consider the following challenge for today’s lesson and for 
all the remaining lessons in the quarterly:
 “As you read the lesson text and discuss it, take note of 
the specific practical applications James mentions. Consider 
doing this with all the lessons on James this quarter.”

Bible Learning
 Verses 19-20: Why does the anger of man fail to 
contribute to achieving the righteousness of God?
 Verse 21: Filthiness and wickedness also contrast with 
the righteousness of God. Why is James so insistent that his 
readers eliminate these things from their lives? James 
speaks of replacing all evil in their lives by receiving the 
word implanted, in all humility. What is “the word” James 
means? Why does James use the word “implanted”? Why is 
humility the proper attitude in which to receive the word?
 Verses 22-24: The marginal reading of “doers” is “a doer 
of a work”. What does this expansion of the meaning of 
“doer” reveal about what James is trying to say? Why does 
James use the example of viewing oneself in a mirror to 
illustrate failing to properly be a doer of the word?

 Verse 25: What is the “law of liberty”? Why does James 
refer to it as “the perfect law”? The NASB uses the 
expression “an effectual doer” (a doer of a work – in the 
margin and in KJV) in this verse, but it is translating the 
same word which in verses 22 and 23 is interpreted simply 
as “doer”. How does the adjective “effectual” or “a doer of 
a work” add to the meaning of “doer”? Why is the “doer” 
blessed in his doing a deed?
 Verses 26-27: Here James returns to the problem with 
the tongue, as mentioned in verse 19. There the tongue is 
mentioned in regard to anger. Here he says it is “unbridled”. 
But his point is that it exemplifies a worthless religion. In 
what sense does James use the word “religion”? Why is it 
still appropriate to call Christianity a “religion”? Why does 
James refer to orphans and widows and living the unstained 
life as representative of true religion?

Bible Application
 James seems to be on a mission to his readers, giving a 
letter full of advice regarding how they should live their 
lives. Why is James so direct and hard-hitting in this 
particular letter?
 What struck you as the most meaningful or relevant 
teaching James presents in the lesson text? Why?

Life Response
 While reflecting on the meaningful or relevant teaching 
which class members just identified learning in today’s 
lesson ask them what they believe they must do in order to 
properly respond to that teaching. Ask how each person can 
be more involved in actually doing what they have learned.
 Be prepared to provide pencil and paper for class 
members to start a diary similar to what this section in the 
lesson describes. Begin each future class session by asking 
how the class members tried to implement what they have 
learned from James, or other biblical writers, after 
identifying what they should be doing as new-born 
followers of Jesus.

Truths to Emphasize
1. Be doers (a doer of a work) of the word and not hearers 

only.
2. Christianity is more than a relationship with God. It is a 

religion that expects changed lives to reflect doing what 
our master expects us to do.

3.The law of liberty frees the disciple of Jesus to carry out 
what Jesus taught without fear of punishment for an 
occasional misstep.



Lesson 7 January 12, 2014
Problems in the Assembly

Lesson Text: James 2:1-13 (NRSV)

Lesson Aim
To Know: we will be judged if we engage in partiality 
(prejudice). 
To Respond: extend mercy to all.

Life Need
 The section “I’ve Got a Problem . . . ” relays a scenario 
of being caught off guard by James’ expectations, so that 
they are only considered after evaluating people poorly and 
likely unfairly. Perhaps that situation is realistic for some in 
your class, or they may find it hard to relate to. You might 
point out that our familiarity with James may lead us not to 
acknowledge such attitudes, often even to ourselves, while 
still at times having them.
 Another way of focusing on the Life Need would be to 
consider the question “Who are the real members of the 
church?” Your class might not evaluate believers by their 
social status, but do they distinguish the church’s “real” 
members in some other way? You might ask the class to list  
off some ways that people in different churches might make 
such distinctions (maybe by who was “born into” the 
congregation, or who attends most often, or by the form 
their participation takes). Are there cases in which students 
draw distinctions among people, but about which they are 
not sure they should find James’ words convicting?

Bible Learning
 Ask your class to consider how they see Barnabas. We 
know he was honored in the Jerusalem church, and we 
probably see him highly. Do we automatically see him as 
more spiritual or favored (or pick a term) than were the 
poorer people he was helping?

Bible Application
 The author wrote: “distinctions were the order of the day 
with society in the time of the early church.” Ask your class 
to discuss whether they think this is more or less the case in 
the modern church as well. Also, is this particularly a 
problem of the assembly, the church, or does it come up in 
other areas – family, work, etc? Are there ways they have 

addressed this problem in non-church settings that can be 
helpful for addressing it in a church setting? (Or vice versa 
– do they need to address it outside the church in ways the 
church has done successfully?)
 We are familiar with the “Golden Rule”, to do to others 
what we would have them do to us. That way of expressing 
things is already an attempt to break through human 
attitudes and get us thinking in practical terms about acting 
in love to others. The author tries another way of 
approaching this issue, saying: “any and every ‘neighbor’, 
regardless of wealth or social status, is to be loved like I 
love God.” Ask your students about this comment in 
particular, and how they feel they are doing with that 
standard.
 Further, ask your students to consider the following 
issue: people will not be judged for what they publicly 
admit, judgment will be based on what people are actually 
guilty of. But sometimes we veer off from really examining 
our own conduct and our own thinking. This may point to 
one benefit of confession to another person, helping us shift 
our thinking out of any rut we have established. It is very 
easy for us to think about how patient God is – though 
judgment will come – for us to only confess matters in 
prayer has us miss out on some things, including the 
different impression on our minds which comes from 
speaking to another believer about our failings.

Life Response
 The lesson ends with a couple of important questions 
you can ask the class to consider:
 What is the next thing I can do to show mercy?
 What is the basis by which my Lord will judge me?
 The first question assumes that, having considered 
James’ words, we all now desire to show mercy. The second 
question is based in the idea that God will judge us, who are 
to act in Jesus’ name, for our conduct – so what actions are 
we choosing?
 It may be that some students will recognize past cases 
when they did not show mercy, and will want to confess 
and/or correct these. It may actually be a simple situation if 
students feel led to make plans for improvement. You might  
also find that a member perceives having been the outcast/
unfavored part of the body. Be ready, if this comes up, for 
there to be an opportunity to seek a start to healing and 
resolution for the issue.



Lesson 8          January 19, 2014
Faith and Deeds Work Together

Lesson Text: James 2:14-26 (NRSV)

Lesson Aim
To Know: faith and deeds go hand in hand, and that they 
both are action words. 
To Respond: we show our faith by the things we do for 
others.

Life Need
 Present your class with this idea: many people let their 
lives depend on a claim that inside they have faith, though 
it may not be obvious from the outside. For those who 
claim outside evidence of faith it often is based on what 
they endure in their lives. James tells us that there is a lot 
more to faith then just sitting back and saying “I believe in 
God and His son Jesus”. Faith is also more than just living 
day-to-day and saying “I know God will take care of me”.
 James tells us that faith is active, not passive. He 
emphasizes how it involves doing for those who have 
needs. It helps us endure things, but it involves how we 
help others who are enduring. Faith is about giving and 
moving and doing. 

Bible Learning
 As you prepare for this lesson I urge you to look up 
James 2:14-26 in different Bible translations. I appreciate 
the New Jerusalem Bible for this passage and recommend 
you look it up (BibleGateway.com is an excellent resource 
for this.)
 You can talk with your class about faith and deeds going 

together. If you so desire you can use the passage 
concerning Abraham offering up Isaac (Genesis 22:1-19).

Bible Application
 Ask: How do we apply what James is telling us? Are we 
willing to do what it takes to give our faith a heartbeat?
 Do you have enough faith to offer up your son/daughter 
as a living sacrifice should God so command you to do?

Life Response
 Tell your class that we can respond by remembering 
faith is an action word, and that faith and deeds go together. 
(Which means that remembering these facts involves acting 
upon them.)

Truth to Emphasize
 God requires that we put our own faith to the test. Faith 
and deeds require that we get involved and get our hands 
dirty, even if we do not want to. 

Questions for Discussion
1. Do we have enough faith in God, and what actions have 

you taken to show God you do have faith in Him? What 
deeds have you done in the past?

2. Do you have as much faith as the demons do? Do you 
shake in fear knowing that God is one?

3. What deeds can you do this week to show God that your 
faith has a heartbeat?

4. On a scale of 1 to 10, with a 1 being the lowest and a 10 
being the highest, where do you rate the deeds you have 
done to show your faith in God?

5. Does your church have “The Faith of Abraham” 
anywhere on your church sign? Is this important? Why 
or why not? 

Lesson 9      January 26, 2014
Teachers and Tongues

Lesson Text: James 3:1-12 (NKJV)

Lesson Aim
To Know: that our speech can cause good or evil.
To Respond: by controlling our tongues.

Life Need
Read the Introduction.

Ask your class to give examples of powerful speeches. You 
might play for them excerpts from Martin Luther King Jr.’s 
famous speech, “I have a dream.” Monday, January 20, 
2014 was celebrated as Martin Luther King Day this year. 
You can listen to the speech at:   http://
www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkihaveadream.htm

Ask your class, “Why is this speech powerful? Why has it 
endured for so long in our nation’s memory?”

Bible Learning
Read the Lesson Text and use the comments under Bible 
Learning and the Questions for Discussion to examine the 
text.

Bible Application
Here are some suggestions for disciplining our speech from 
Wendy Blight at http://wendyblight.com/2012/06/3996/. 
Share these with your class

“Here are a few valuable tips I have learned through the 
years. We must THINK before we speak.  Ask yourself 
these questions.

1. Is it True?
2. Is it Helpful?
            I
3. Is it Necessary?
4. Is it Kind?
I have learned that if I cannot answer “yes” to the majority, 
if not all, of these questions, I should hold my tongue.

http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkihaveadream.htm
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkihaveadream.htm
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkihaveadream.htm
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/mlkihaveadream.htm
http://wendyblight.com/2012/06/3996/
http://wendyblight.com/2012/06/3996/


God has also taught me to check my words before I allow 
them to leave my lips by asking myself another series of 
questions.

1. Is this something I really need to say?
2. What is my motive in saying it?
3. Will my words heal or hurt?
4. Will my words draw me closer to God or further away?
5. Will my words drive a wedge between me and the one to 
whom I am speaking or bring us closer together?”

Life Response
Ask your class to identify one thing they can do this week 
to glorify God with their speech.

Truths to Emphasize
1. God holds us accountable for the things that we say.
2. Teachers will receive a more strict judgment.
3. We can discipline our speech in order to glorify God.

Questions for Discussion
1. What is the relationship of teacher to disciples and 

discipleship? 
2. How is the word “tongue” used throughout Scripture? 
3. What does the phrase “in the image of God” mean in 

Scripture (to Adam, man/woman, Jesus, and sons of 
God)? 

4. Compare James’ examples from nature to scriptural 
principles of self control. 

5. How did Jesus “bless” his fellow Jews, especially his 
teachers (elders, rabbis, and priests)? 

Lesson 10      February 2, 2014
Meekness of Wisdom

Lesson Text: James 3:13-18 (NKJV)

Lesson Aim
To Know: that James makes clear the difference between 
godly and worldly wisdom.
To Respond: by seeking godly wisdom in our lives.

Life Need
Read the Introduction.

Bible Learning
Read the Lesson Text and use the comments under Bible 
Learning and the Questions for Discussion to examine the 
text.

Bible Application
Have your class name the seven descriptions of the 
“wisdom from above” which are listed in the text. Write 
them on the board if you have one. the list should include: 
pure, peaceable, gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and 
good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy.

Next, have your class suggest biblical examples of each 
one.

Finally, have your class describe ways in which each of 
these are needed today.

Life Response
Ask your class to choose at least one of the seven examples 
of godly wisdom from the list. Have them identify at least 
one thing that they can do to grow in that quality. Have 
them fill in the blanks of this sentence, “This week I will 
___________________ in order to grow in ____________, 
which is a quality of godly wisdom.”

Truths to Emphasize
1. There is a wisdom from above.
2. Our conduct can demonstrate that we have this wisdom.

Questions for Discussion
1. What do Jesus’ words mean: “wisdom is justified by her 

children”? 
2. Compare James’ list of sins with Paul’s “works of the 

flesh” in Galatians 5. 
3. How does James’ “wisdom from above” interweave with 

Paul’s “fruit of the Spirit”? 
4. Discuss the application of “peace” in American culture; 

other cultures. 
5. In what ways is God a God of peace in Old and New 

Testament times? 



Lesson 11 February 9, 2014
Leggo My Ego

LEADERSHIP PATH
Preparation 1
 Pray for yourself and your students. Ask for wisdom to 
understand the material, and a dedicated will to put what is 
learned into practice. In the space below jot down a few 
items you want to include in your prayer, items specifically 
suited to today’s lesson.

Preparation 2 
 Take note of some specific personal experiences that 
came to mind as you studied the lesson. Spend some quality 
time on re-living those experiences in your memories, 
recalling times, places, and emotions of all involved. You 
might also keep watch during the week for supportive 
newsbites, random thoughts, and personal experiences. Jot 
them down here for possible use with the class.

Classroom 1
 Work through the lesson as it is presented, beginning 
with a prayer. Change (rephrase, omit, add your own) the 
included questions to reflect your personal preferences, the 
unique needs of your class, and time constraints. Remember 
that the lesson format is a suggestion. Let your self come 
through as you present the material.

Classroom 2
 Here are some potential supports for today’s lesson:
 1) Share these songs that have to do, in some form, with 
trust: “What Children Believe” by Gold City; “10,000 
Reasons” by Matt Redman; “He Never Sleeps” by Mark 
Bishop
 2)  Either openly or privately, have class members do a 
self-evaluation on where they are in terms of My Will 
versus God’s Will. As you begin the assignment, suggest 
they ask themselves, “Which side is winning?”
 3) As you close class, suggest for homework that the 
class read Genesis chapter 3 at some point in the week 
ahead. Leave them with these questions: “What does 
chapter 3 in Genesis have to do with man’s will versus 
God’s will? What might mankind’s future have been like if 
God’s will had prevailed?” 
 (4) Other possibilities: 
 Share images (photos, videos) from Wall Street, in the 
context of making money.
 Relay information about fog / mist. 1) Search for and 
share images; 2) Mention or show an illusionist making 
something disappear, and use this imagery to illustrate the 
brevity of life.  Note: You might also bring in a faded 
flower blossom to help convey the same truth.
 Bring in an actual legal will. Free forms for these can be 
found online. Have the class write down things from their 
lives they want to will to God when they die. Have each 
consider the question: “What would God like to have that is 
mine?” Use this question in the context of making God’s 
will our own will.

Lesson 12 February 16, 2014 
Living Like It’s the End of Time

Lesson Text: James 5:1-11 (NRSV)

Life Need
 Ask your students whether they have a hard time 
identifying with the golfers from the section “Living 
Like There’s Another Tomorrow . . . ” Do they see 
themselves as wealthy compared to the majority in the 
world? Are they generally content to enjoy what they have? 
What is their impression of what James would say to them?

Bible Learning
 Have class members look up some of the Old Testament 
references the lesson uses, and read and consider the 
prophets’ messages about the wealthy. Ask for comparisons 
people have with some of Jesus’ comments (perhaps cite 
the Sermon on the Mount, particularly chapter five’s 
beatitudes).

 Ask: “How easy is it for you to identify with the poor 
and oppressed the Bible describes?
 Be sure to go over the three words involving Christ’s 
return. You could look up some of the references used about 
parousia, epiphaneia, and apokalupsis, to read at least one 
for each word aloud and learn if there is confusion in the 
class about their variety of meanings.

Bible Application
 The lesson is broken in two chunks, including the 
scripture passage. You can try to give some time to both 
parts in application, but don’t be afraid to emphasize one 
more than the other based on your class.
 You could ask: Do you think it is relevant for us to be 
among the wealthy in world terms if that leaves us 
relatively not-well-off financially in terms of our own part 
of the world? Do we give much attention to that disparity?
 You could also ask your class to describe some of the 
benefits they see in being patient when suffering, or patient 
for the arrival of Christ, or patient with the success of the 
wicked, etc. Do they see personal benefit in patience? Does 



the answer to that question differ based on what they are 
being asked to be patient about? Is patience needed mainly 
because the current age is corrupted? Do they consider that 
the need for patience is more due to making an impression 
on others than it relates to us personally?

Life Response
 Ask if any student is willing to admit to needing more 
patience (perhaps several will be willing to admit this). 

Have a time of prayer lifting up this need, and a time of 
encouragement from class members for the one or ones 
being prayed for. Point out that our ultimate need for 
patience is simply about waiting for a new age, and that all 
of us will experience frustration and impatience with that 
wait at some point, and perhaps frequently. But God offers 
us help in gaining strength for this. Ask students to share 
techniques or experiences or Bible passages that have 
helped them in maintaining or regaining patience.

Lesson 13 February 23, 2014 
Oaths, Prayer for the Sick, Confession of Sins

Lesson Text: James 5:12-20 (NRSV)

Life Need
 You might ask the class if any belongs to an organization 
that required an oath be taken for membership. Discuss how 
the class feels about this, and how the person who swore 
the oath felt about it.
 Ask the class if anyone is willing to give a testimony 
about a time they were sick and had the elders pray over 
them. Ask if there is anyone that has been anointed with oil 
for a sickness. 
 Ask the class if anyone can share what modern medicine 
would consider a miracle healing. 

Bible Learning
 Ask your class if they feel James is too out of date and 
old fashioned in his warning about swearing an oath. 
 You can discuss with your class the idea of rejoicing in 
your troubles and in your hard times. 
 Ask your class about their prayer lives and how their 
faith intertwines with their prayer lives. 
 Talk about an anointing service and see if anyone in your 
class would like to be anointed and be prayed for by the 
elders. 
 Ask the class how they feel about confessing their sins to 
someone else in the church. Does this seem like a valuable 
accountability tool? Do we feel it is expected of us to try to 
look perfect and sinless at church?

Bible Application
 Have a special time of prayer in your class, asking 
everyone who is willing to participate. Remind the class of 
the words of James 5:16. Encourage your class to spend 
more time in Bible study and prayer. 
 As the leader pray for each person in your class and ask 
God to make them all effective, fervent prayer warriors for 
Jesus Christ and for the coming Kingdom of God. 

Life Response
 Ask your class to respond to the issues in the lesson text 
by acting in faith to have a vibrant and effective prayer life.

Truth to Emphasize
 Remind the class that we have not been promised a life 
free from worry, pain and sorrow. However, when we do 
face those times we have a God who with Jesus as our 
mediator will listen to our prayers. 
 We can do much for God by having an effective and 
strong prayer life. God desires that we pray for each other. 
We have been given the tool of an anointing service to help 
heal us both physically and spiritually. 

Questions for Discussion
1. Is swearing by an oath a problem or is this an outdated 

concept? How do you feel about swearing by an oath to 
an organization like the Masons or Kiwanis? Are you 
familiar with people choosing to say “I affirm” rather 
than “I swear”?

2. How easy is it to be suffering and praising God both at 
the same time? Do you find yourself singing praises to 
God at all, only in good times, only in bad times, or do 
you never sing praises to God?

3. Does your church do anointing services? How do you 
feel about an anointing service? Have you ever 
witnessed one or been a part of an anointing service?

4. How do you feel about confessing your sins to a brother 
or sister in Christ? Do we use this accountability tool or 
do we go to church giving the impression that we don’t 
have any sins to talk about? If someone came to you 
about a sin they had committed how would you help 
them with this problem? Are you able to keep in 
confidence things which have been confessed to you?

5. Have we been promised a life free from problems? What 
tools do we have at our disposal biblically to deal with 
these problems?


